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1. Introduction 

Gravitational lensing is such a rapidly growing field that it is hopeless to provide 
a complete review. Our goal here is simply to discuss the theory of gravitational 
lens statistics in outline, with SOllle cOllnnentary on the sources of problems in the 
standard Inodels. A particularly illlportant question is the completeness of surveys 
for gravitational lenses, and we discuss a simple test that shows the existing radio 
surveys are incoillplete. Finally we give a brief discussion of how to use gravitational 
lenses to detenlline the structure of the lens galaxy and possibly to superresolve 
the underlying radio source. A full review can be found in the book on lenses by 
Schneider, Ehlers & Falco (1992), and a review of the current observations is given 
by Walsh in this volulne. 

2. Cross Sections 

The cross section of a gravitational lens is the area on the sky behind the lens that 
produces Inultiple illlages. For a generic lens it looks like the diagram in Figure 1, 
where the interior of the astroid produces five images, and the region between the 
ellipse and the astroid produces three ilnages. The lines separating regions producing 
differing numbers of illlages are ternled caustics. The characteristic physical scale of 
the cross section and the typical deflection produced by the lens is 

2DA ( )2 DAb-47r ~ LS- 1"8 (J" ~( )- c D~s -. 250 km S-l D~s 

where (J" is the velocity dispersion of the lens, Dis is the angular diameter distance 
between the lens and the source, and D~s is the angular diameter distance to the 
source (Gott & Gunn 1974). The outer caustic of the lens has a typical radius of b, 
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Figure 1. Typical caustic structure of a gravitational lens. The caustics (solid lines) 
separate regions that produce different nUIllbers of illlages. 

while the inner astroid has size [b, where [ 0.1 is the diIllensionless ellipticity of I"V 

the lens potential. Naively we expect that only fraction [2 0.01 of gravitational I"V 

lenses are five illlage lenses. 

The major factor that lllodifies the lllagnitude of the cross sections is the addition 
of a core radius s to the lens potential. Core radii becollle important when the 
angular size of the core is cOlllparable to the deflection angle b. Since the angular 
size is 0~/007(.s/100 pC)(l'H / D~L)' where 1'H = c/ Ho is the Hubble radius and D~L 
is the angular diailleter distance to the lens, we find that core radii become impor
tant once they are IU11ch lllore than a few hundred parsecs. Evidence frolll direct 
observations of galaxy cores (eg Lauer 1985), the nUIllber of lenses, and the absence 
of odd itllages in the center of lens systellls (Wallington & Narayan 1992) all point 
towards s ;::; ;300 pc for a typical L* galaxy. If we consider an isothermal sphere with 
a softened core (Blandford & Kochanek 1987) we find that the total cross section, 
(J'T::: 7rb2(1-(s/b)2/3)3, depends on the core radius, while the five image cross section, 
(J'5 = (3/2)7rb2 [2, is largely unaffected if oS ;::; 0.5b. 

3. Optical Depth 

The cross section produced by an individual galaxy must be averaged over the distri
bution of galaxies between 11S and the source being lensed. A reasonable model is a 
Schechter (1976) distribution of isotherlllal spheres with a Tully-Fisher (1977) rela
tion between IUIllinosities and velocity dispersions. This introduces three parameters: 
the slope of the Schechter function~ Q ::: -1, the slope of the Tully-Fisher relation, 
f ::: 4, and the velocity dispersion scale of an L* galaxy, (J'* ::: 250 km s-I, Un
der these assuillptions, the optical depth can be computed analytically using proper 
Illotion distances Dos in all standard COslllologies (Kochanek 1992), and it has the 
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particularly siInple fornl 

1 3
T = -T.Dos where T. = 167r3n.1·~ (:.) 4 r[l + a + 4,-1] ::e 0.0.5 - 0.08 

30 

in flat coslnologies (Turner 1990). The resulting optical depth for a source at a 
redshift of Zs = 2 is about 0.001:3 in an 11M = 1 Einstein-DeSitter universe, and, at 
0.017, it is over ten titnes higher in a flat universe with 11A = 1. As was first pointed 
out by Turner (1990), the incidence of gravitational lenses is a powerful means of 
testing for the presence of a cosillological constant. Now we know that about 1 % of 
bright quasars are lensed, so either we are lllissing something or 11A = I! 

4. Magnification Bias 

Lenses magnify the source, so that an 18th tnagnitude lensed quasar came from the 
nlore ~Ulnerous fainter quasars. We approxinlate the differential source distribution 
in flux S by a silnple power law dN/ dS ex s-a. If lenses simply magnified by a fixed 
amount M, then the probability of finding that an object of flux So is a lens is not 
just the optical depth T: but the optical depth llluitiplied by the ratio of the number 
of sources at the unlellsed flux, SolM, to the number of sources at the observed 
flux, So, or T Ma. This extra enhancelllent of the probability of finding lenses in a 
flux limited salnple is called tllagnificatioll bias (Gott & Gunn 1974, Turner 1990). 
Real lenses produce a distribution of tnagnifications, but the differential probability 
of a lens Inagnifying a source by AI always has the asYlnptotic form dP/ dM ex M- 3 

(Schneider ct al 1992), so the lllagnification bias has the form f dM Ma-3. If the 
source counts rise lllore rapidly than the Inagnification probability drops, then there 
will be a huge ellhancelllent in the nUlllber of lenses. Bright quasars (m ~ 19) have a 
differential slope of 0: ::= a.15, while faint quasars have a differential slope of a ::= 1.7 
so we expect that lllagnification bias is large for bright quasars and drops off as the 
magnitude approaches the break at 19. Theoretical calculations of the amount of 
bias show an enhancelnent in the probability of lensing bright QSOs by a factor of 
20-80. This saves us froln 11A = 1 because it increases the probability of finding lenses 
among bright quasars to about 1% in nonnal cosmologies. 

In real life, you cannot (or at least should not) separate all these effects. For example, 
five ilnage lenses are 1110re lllagnified than three iInage lenses. Therefore the five 
image systelns have Inore Inagnificatioll bias, and in a bright sample you find that 
half of the lenses are fi ve illlage systelns even through the cross section says they 
should less than a percent of the systellls. The presence of five image lenses in the 
observed samples of lenses is a tell tale sign of lnagnification bias (Kochanek 1991). 
Similarly, changing the core radius of the lens changes not only the cross section for 
producing multiple itllages, but also the distribution of magnifications. For example, 
the mean Inagnification produced by the lens increases as the core radius increases, 
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so the magnification bias increases and partially cOlllpensates for the fall in the cross 
section. 

5. Selection Effects 

Surveys for gravitational lenses do not find all the lenses present in the sample. Fi
nite resolution and dynalnic range lilnit how lnany lenses can be found by a survey. 
The biggest probleln, however, is that the costs of confirming that a candidate is a 
lens are very high. This lueans that surveys cannot use liberal selection functions 
when choosing candidates because the survey is then swaluped with alnbiguous can
didates and false positives sllch as stars. other quasars, secondary radio lobes and so 
on. Statistical lllodeis of surveys should explicitly include a lllodel for the selection 
effects, and the selection 1110del for the statistics can be chosen to balance survey 
completeness and contcllnination by alnbiguous candidates. Selection functions lead 
to significant luodifications not only in the cross sections and optical depths but also 
to the magnification bias. 

6. What About Radio Lenses 

All these effects are generic to all gravitational lenses even though the discussion was 
largely phrased in tenus of optical quasars. The advantages of quasars for statistical 
studies is that the redshift and flux distributions of optical quasars are luuch better 
characterized than for radio S01lrces. The lllost iluportant barrier to statistical studies 
of radio surveys is the pallcity of inforInation on the intrinsic properties of the sources. 

Radio surveys for lenses also have an additional bias, "size bias", because the sources 
frequently have extended structure. If the luajor and luinor axes of a source are f1 

and f2' then the cross section for it being lensed is not just 7rb2 but, 7r(b+ft)(b+f2 ) 

(Kochanek & Lawrence 1990). This effect doubles the probability of lensing a circular 
source if f1 ~ f2 ~ 0~/2. The 111orphology of the lens varies with the size of the 
source. A source that is ll1uch sillaller than the deflection scale b, produces lenses like 
MG0414 that consist uf discrete cOlllponents. When the source size is comparable 
to the deflection scale, then the resulting lenses will resemble the ring lenses such as 
MGl131 and B0218. If the source is llluch larger than the deflection scale, we can 
only recognize the lens froln the pattern of distortions inside the larger structure 
no lens has been found in this lilnit. Size bias can be as important in radio surveys 
as magnification bias is in optical surveys. 

There is strong evidence that the radio surveys for galactic lenses are incomplete. A 
simple but very powerful lneans to delnonstrate the incolnpleteness is to take a known 
lens, invert it to deterInine the structure of the lens and the source, and then see how 
often the observed ilnage lllorphology is generated when we randolnly lens the same 
source with the saIne lens. For exaillple we can create a very accurate lnodel of a ring 
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Source Standard Ring Quad Jet 

about 150/0 about 50/0 . 
Tangential Stretch Jet Broken Jet 

about 60% about 200/0 , 
L .'-Le 

• 
Figure 2. Scheluatic diagranls of iluages produced by lensing a core-jet source. The 
core is solid black, and the jet is shaded. An L lnarks the center of the lens. 

like PKS18:30-211 (Kochanek & Narayan 1992) in which the lens iInage consists of two 
bright compact cores with a ring, produced by lensing a simple core-jet source (see 
Figure 2). The readily identifiable nonual ring geometry represents only about 15% 
of the ways in which the fixed lens Inodel can lens the fixed source 1110del. Three times 
rarer is the "quad-jet': lllorphology in which we see a low lying ring combined with 
four images of the point source. The two 1110st COlnn10n geometries are a "tangentially 
stretched jet" (60% of the tinle) in which the core-jet source is stretched out by the 
lens and a second cOll1pact iluage of the source is fonned at right angles to the jet, 
and a "broken jet" (20% of the tilue) in which the core jet source is roughly unlensed 
and a second cOlllpact iluage is fonned along the jet axis. It is possible to interpret 
the quad lenses like MG0414 as being the "quad-jet" sources in disguise, although the 
surface brightness of the jet would be high enough to see the surrounding ring if the 
PKS1830 source was lensed into the MG0414 geometry. The dOlninant geometries 
are not seen siluply because of confusion - there are too many other ways in the sky 
to have another sluall blob of radio eluission near a core-jet source for the survey 
groups to pursue these candidates. 

7. LensClean 

Once you have an extended radio lens, you have a huge number of constraints on the 
mass distribution in the lens galaxy. The key to making use of these constraints is to 
have a formal fit of a lens lllodel to the data, including considerations of the noise level 
and statistical lilnitations. A "chi by eye" approach to lnodeling gravitational lenses 
was justified when we were luainly interested in whether it was possible to produce the 
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observed iluage lllorphologies using gravitational lenses, but a more formal approach 
is required to really nlake use of the data. 

We developed an algoritlul1 (Kochanek & Narayan 1992) based on the Clean algorithm 
of radio astron0111Y to invert the extended radio lenses. The presence of multiple 
images in the lens allows us to sillluitaneously determine the unlensed structure of the 
source and the properties of the lens galaxies. This gives us a completely independent 
way from norlnal dynalllical techniques of estiluating the Inass distribution in galaxies, 
and it is probably the ouly technique that can provide accurate lueasurelnents of 
the asymmetries in the Blass distribution. The luethod automatically performs the 
calculations required to take into account both the resolution of the radio luaps and 
the noise level. The accuracy with which we can constrain the model is simply a 
function of the dynaillic range in the lllaps and the nUlnber of different maps. Each 
frequency and polarization eillphasizes different parts of the irnage, which helps to 
break the degeneracies present in any single Inap. The advantage of a full statistical 
method like LensClean is that it Blakes use of every scrap of infornlation available to 
it rather than focusing on a few visually obvious (and possibly deceptive) features. 
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